
Lecture 6

Iteration & Arrays

AnalyticsDistrict



Learning 
Outcomes

• For Loop
• for( counter-initialisation ; continue-test ; counter-step)

controlled-stmt ;
• Nested for loops

• for(var x=1;x<5;x++)
for(var y=0;y<4;y++)

• Atomic Types: Boolean, string, char, float, int
• Arrays: var v=[10,30,0]
• Shorthand assignment operators: ++, +=
• Records (arrays of records):

• var rec = { f1:2, f2:"two", f3:true }



Goals

• Type conversion and discipline
• Array, Loop, Record examples



Type conversion

• Number("123.5")
– convert a string to an number, string must be exactly  

the number. Additional letters/symbols will result in  
conversion failure NaN.

• parseInt ("123.8a")
– convert a string to an integer, if possible, otherwise  

NaN
• parseFloat ("123.8a")

– a string to a float, if possible
• String(123.5)

– convert a number to a string (always possible)



Type conversion via operators

• Math operators -, *, /, % convert operands into number
– alert("123"*2)
– except the + operator : alert("123"+2)

• Unary operator +, - convert the operand into
positive/negative number.
alert(+"123"+2)

• Shorthand assignment operator ++, -- (pre & post), -=, *=,
/=, %= are equivalent to their corresponding math operator,  
and convert the operand into number
var x = '122'; alert(x--); alert(x-=2); alert(x%=10);
– except +=: var x = '122'; alert(x+=2);



Array examples

• set array loop boundary:
for(var i=0; i<v.length; i=i++)

• add a new element :
v[v.length]=newValue

v=[0,10,20,30,40];
alert(v.length);  
v[v.length]=50;  
alert(v);  
alert(v[7]=70);
alert(v[6]) //undefined, no value at the index



Try: nested loop What is output v?

var v=1;
for(i=1;i<5;i++)
{
for(j=2;j<5;j++)
{
v+=1;

}
//alert(v);
//console.log(v)
}
alert(v);
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• i loop: 1,2,3,4
• j loop: 2,3,4

– add 1 on each loop

• v=1+3x4



3.4.1 find the max/min value in an array

only need to compare each element to the largest one found already

var v = [ -42, 0, 8, 97, 420, 65 ];
var max = -Infinity; // represents infinity  
for( i=0; i<v.length; i++) {
// Compare current element with max  

if( v[i] > max )
// if it's bigger, set it as the new max

max = v[i];
}
alert(“Max number is " + max);

* How to find the minimum?



WordList

• Write a program to process a string called Book  
and produce the list of words that appear in the  
index without duplicate words, finally provide the  
words in dictionary order in the array WordList.

Input:
Book="one two one three two one three four";
Output:
WordList= [four,one,three,two]



WordList Steps

Three steps:

1. Create an array of words by splitting the string at
each space

2. Strip out all the duplicate words
3. Finally sort the words in dictionary order in the

array WordList.



wordlist Code
var Book="one two one three two one three four";
var a=Book.split(" ");
var WordList=[],temp;

Result:

four,one,three,two
for(var i=0;i<a.length;i++ )
{

if(WordList.indexOf(a[i])<0)  
WordList[WordList.length]=a[i];

}
//sort WordList into dictionary order  
for(var i=0;i<WordList.length-1;i++)
{

//alert(WordList) //uncomment to see bubble sort in action
for(var j=0;j<WordList.length-i-1;j++)
{

if(WordList[j]>WordList[j+1]){  
temp=WordList[j];  
WordList[j]=WordList[j+1];  
WordList[j+1]=temp;

}
}

}
alert(WordList);



Normal Array of employees 

var employees = ["Tan", "Smith", "Hackwagon"];
var salaries =  
var address =

[27000, 21000, 45000];
["21 SMU Way, 99999",  "6 

SMU Street, 999999",  "17 
Newton Close, 999999"];

for (var i=0;i<employees.length;i++)
{

alert(employees[i]+"'s salary is: " + salaries[i] + ". Address  
is: " + address[i]);
}



Record and array of record

• // But it would be neat to use an array of records

var employee = [ ];

employee[0]={}; // record variable declaration  
employee[0].name="Tan";  
employee[0].salary=27000;
employee[0].address={no:"21", street:"SMU Way", postcode:"999999"};

employee[1]={};  
employee[1].name=" Smith";  
employee[1].salary=21000;
employee[1].address={no:"6", street:"SMU Street", postcode:"999999"};



Record and array of record 

employee[2]={  
name:"Hackwagon",  
salary:45000,
address:{no:"17", street:"Newton Close", postcode:"999999"}

};

for(i in employee))
{

//alert(employee[i].salary);
//alert(employee[i].address.no);
//alert(employee[i].address.street);  

alert("Employee "+i+" is: "+employee[i].name);
alert("His salary is: "+employee[i].salary+". He lives in:  

"+employee[i].address.street);
}



Operators

• mathematical operators: + - * / %
• Unary operator: + or -
• Shorthand assignment operator:

++ and – – Pre & post
+=,-=,*=,/=
– Same as corresponding mathematical operator.
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What is variable v?

• In many languages, a particular variable can only  
store one type of value during the course of a  
program. However Javascript allows the  
following:

var v=0; v=true; v='a'; v="hello"; v=1.23;



Also…

• Array [ ]: a collection of objects of the “same type”.
– Good practice and discipline on use of data type

• However, JS is untyped and loosely defined
– e.g. you do not have to declare the variable or the type of  

any variable, therefore there is no "type checking" done by  
Javascript on your behalf.

• Some “invalid” things might be acceptable 
var a = [1,"Tom",true]; for(i in a)alert(a[i]+ " ");

for(;;) alert("Hello"); // infinite loop, ctrl-alt-del on
Windows



Type discipline

• You need to be disciplined with what type of data  
you will use as the operand for each operator  
under different circumstances in your program;

• In JS, variable type is dynamic, but use each of
your variables for one purpose only, and do not
change variable type arbitrarily



Array examples

• You can ask if a particular index of an array
exists and has a value by if(v[i]==undefined)

• Try to use the index in your array one by one, do
not leave undefined index before the last defined
element.
– Otherwise, array.length will give you wrong number of

elements defined,

• Contents of array can be also transferred to another
variable.
var v1=[1,2,3]; var v2=v1; alert(v2);



Compound type

• When groups of atomic types are gathered  
together, then the collection of values has a  
compound type.

• If all the atomic types are the same we have an  
array. If the atomic types vary, then we have a  
record.



Copying and Linking

• Assignment of variable of atomic types
– leads to a copy of the data represented.
– The variable of atomic types are boxes that each contains  

its piece of data.
var x = 4;
var y = x;

alert('x is '+x+'; y is '+y); x is 4 ; y is 4

//change value in x:  
x = 5;

alert('x is '+x+'; y is '+y); x is 5 ; y is 4



Linking: assignment of variable of
compound types

• Contents of array can be also transferred to another variable.
• leads to both variables linking to the same piece of data.
• The variable of compound types are links that each pointing to the whole

data structure it represents.

var x = [1,2,3];
var y = x;
alert('x is '+x+'; y is '+y);

//linking when only change one element in x array:
x[2] = 10;
alert('x is '+x+'; y is '+y);

//change x:
x = ['a','b','c'];
alert('x is '+x+'; y is '+y);

x is 1,2,3; y is 1,2,3

x is 1,2,10 ; y is 1,2,10

x is a, b,c ; y is 1,2,10



Test Question

• Write a for loop to add all the  number values in array A 
and leave  the answer in the variable sum

• var sum=0;
for(var
i=0;i<A.length;i=i+1)  

sum=sum+A[i];



Tryout: find the keyword - Flag

var x = prompt("Enter a single phrase");
var keyword = prompt("Enter the keyword you want to find");
var words = x.split(" "); //array of words

var appeared = false; // use as flag

for(var i=0; i<words.length; i++){
if(words[i] == keyword)  

appeared = true;
}

if(appeared)
alert("the keyword appears.");  

else
alert("the keyword doesn't appear.");



Try: find the keyword - counter
var x = prompt("Enter a single phrase");
var keyword = prompt("Enter the word you want to find");
var words = x.split(" ");

var i, counter= 0;

for( i in words){
if(words[i] == keyword)  

counter++;
}

if(counter)
alert("the keyword appeared "+counter+" times");  

else
alert("the keyword doesn't appear.");



Array function & properties

var v = ["Tom","Ben","Anas","Jiaqi",123,"abc"];
alert(v.length)
v = v.sort();
alert(v);
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123,Anas,Ben,Jiaqi,Tom,abc



Associative array

var e = [ ];
e["Hackwagon"] = 
"hackwagon@smu.edu.sg";  
e["SMUBIA"] = "smubia@smu.edu.sg";  
e["Smarketing"] =
"smarketing@smu.edu.sg";

//the way to traverse an associative array  
for(index in e)
alert(index +"'s email is: " + e[index]);


